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Guomin Li; Hai-mei Liu; Wan-zhen Guan; Hong Xu; Bing-bing Wu; Li Sun

BMC Medical Genetics

Dear editor:

Thank you for giving us a chance to revised our manuscript(MGTC-D-19-00024R3).

We read comments from reviewer and editor carefully, and have revised our manuscript based on their comments.

Best wishes

Children’s Hospital of Fudan University

Guo-min Li
Technical Comments:

- rename 'Acknowledge' to 'Acknowledgements'

We have modified it.

Reviewer reports:

Lara Bossini-Castillo (Reviewer 2): Although the authors have included a description of the sequencing data processing pipeline, once again (and I have made this request in all my previous reviews, which have been several already), the authors have not included any QC report or information. And once again I request the sequencing QC reports. And also once again, no easily understandable coordinates (chromosome: start base pair - end base pair) were included in Figure 3.

We have revised our methods based on reviewer’s concerns.

Jennifer Below (Reviewer 3): My only comment is that it may be helpful to add mutation genotype information to the pedigrees in addition to noting who was WES/SS, but it is a minor comment.

We have modified it based on reviewer’s concerns.